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Background
At the March TIGERS Meeting in Austin, it was decided that the existing 1120 Master
spreadsheets needed to be reviewed and refined for the following reasons:
• The initial 1120 “boil down” ran out of time
• Later states were not “boiled in” so redundancy was introduced
• Underestimated the need to standardize simple and especially complex types
upfront, so states all created their own
• New complex types were needed for 1065
• Need for a multi-level new Category, DistributiveShare, to replace and extend
K-1
• We had “String50Type” and “StringType50”
• Duplicate elements in Header and General Information
• “Land” and “PropLand” in A&A Property
• Complex types with 75% or more overlap
• No clear descriptions of the 1120/1065 Categories or complex types for use
as a guideline by states, especially newcomers.
A small group of TIGERS volunteers, known as the SWAT TEAM, were tasked with the
review and refinements. Their mission was to:
• Consolidate redundant elements in Categories
• Consolidate similar simple and complex types
• Identify new complex types for 1065
• Create DistributiveShare Category and structure
• Make NO changes to production tax year 2005 1120 spreadsheets or schema
set.
• Create first cut 2006v1.0 spreadsheet, category descriptions, and complex
type descriptions.
The SWAT TEAM presented their recommendations to TIGERS at the Chicago meeting in
June. TIGERS adopted the recommended changes which have resulted in:
• Consolidated redundant and similar simple and complex types
• Creation of FinancialTransaction Schema to handle both tax payment and
refund deposit
• Description of Partnership categories
• Description of Simple types
• Description and illustration of Complex types
• New version of State1120 efile types XSD
• Creation of 1065 XSD's
• Master 1120/1065 2006 v1.0 spreadsheet.
1120/1065 2006 v1.0 MASTER SPREADSHEET INSTRUCTIONS
A review of each category on the NEW Master Spreadsheets should be conducted before
adding any new 1120/1065 elements. Each spreadsheet (category) is populated with the
1120 elements. These elements have been “cleaned” by the “SWAT” team.
•
•

FTA

BLUE highlighted elements indicate a change to the original element.
RED highlighted elements indicate that the team recommends deletion of the
element.
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If, as a result of the SWAT TEAM work, an element has been recommended for deletion or
consolidation, a change request must be submitted to TIGERS to be added-back or
unconsolidated elements.
The illustration of the FinancialTransaction schema below is provided as a reference when
reviewing the existing spreadsheets. The SWAT Team consolidated direct deposit elements
found in the Header and GeneralInformation categories into the Payment schema and
renamed these to FinancialTransaction Schema. Therefore, it is not necessary to include
financial items in any spreadsheet category.
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In addition to consolidating the direct deposit elements, the SWAT Team also consolidated
some elements which were duplicated into several complex efile types. The new efile types
are PreparerType (Illustration 1),
DeveloperTransmitterType (Illustration 2) and
BusinessActvityType (Illustration 3). Another
efile type, PersonType now includes many
single elements found in Header and
Illustration 1
GeneralInformation. Please refer to
Illustration 4 to review what is included in the
PersonType.

Illustration 2
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Illustration 3

Illustration 4
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Rather than developing separate spreadsheets and schemas for the partnership project,
TIGERS agreed to consolidate 1120 and 1065 elements into the existing master
spreadsheets and schemas because of the similarities between the two taxes. The only
differences between the two taxes, at least in many states, are the need for K-1 data
elements. To accommodate the partnership and shareholders elements, two new categories
have been added to the master spreadsheets from which the schemas will be generated.
The two categories are:
ShareholderPartner
DistributiveShareItems
The ShareholderPartner category is used for elements about the shareholder(s) - see
illustration 1 and 2. Please note that the partnership (entity) data is not included in this
category since data is listed in other categories. For example the name of the partnership
for which the return is being filed would be listed in the Header category as would many of
the other data elements on the return.
The DistributiveShareItems category is used for elements from the rows on the K and K1
(see illustration 5 and 6). This category uses the efile type DistributionType exclusively
(refer to Description of simple and complex efile types and illustrations). The PARENT NAME
on the spreadsheet is always NIX.

Illustration 6

Illustration 5
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Which elements to add to the spreadsheet – There are many lines on your paper form
that you are not going to need in the electronic format. Basically you will want original entry
and significant calculation elements. You will not need intermediate calculations and you will
only need one carryover amount.
Definitions:
Original Entry - These are line that the taxpayer would make entries on. The data
is coming from someplace off the return or other supporting forms and schedules. An
entered piece of data rather than one calculated somewhere else on the return.
Intermediate Calculations – (e.g. Subtract line 9 from line 10) These intermediate
calculations are placed on a paper form to aid those completing the paper form with
a number 2 pencil and a calculator, but since State MeF electronic filing is not forms
based, there is no need to transmit these intermediate calculations.
Significant Calculations – There are some calculation lines on the return that you
do want to transmit. Tax Due is one such line.
Carryover Amounts – These are amounts, totals or balances from other supporting
schedules or forms (Thus significant calculations). Often times in a supporting
schedule or form we will make additions, subtractions or other calculations to arrive
at a total or balance at the bottom of the form or schedule. That total or balance is
then carried over to another place on the return. Thus in the paper world that
(hopefully same) figure appears twice. In the electronic world we would only want to
capture that figure one time (we may need to use it in two places when you display
the data to users in a format that resembles the paper form).
Adding Elements to the spreadsheets
There are two philosophies for adding data element lines to the spreadsheets. 1) Add a row
in the spreadsheet for every data element you wish to capture from your form. 2) Add a row
in the spreadsheet for each line on your form that you wish to capture data from. It should
be noted that both methods will yield the same result when the spreadsheets are build into
schemas.
The difference has to do with lines on your form that are part of tables with multiple
columns. Tabular data is generally handled with complex “eFileTypes”. So one data element
typed with a complex eFileType will yield the multiple data elements that represent the
columns.
The benefit of #1 is that you will have a row in the spreadsheet for every data element you
want, that may be easier to keep track of your elements throughout the process, however
that will mean multiple rows in the spreadsheet with the same element name (which is
perfectly acceptable, it just makes the spreadsheet longer). Note: when you make your
state specific specification spreadsheet, you WILL want to have a row for every data
element, so having it here will make that task easier.
The benefit of #2 is brevity; you only really need one row per element.
Every time an element is added or copied, the state must complete a line on the
spreadsheet, and accompany all changes with a TIGERS Change Request. The Change
Request Procedure and Forms are located at http://www.taxadmin.org/fta/edi/xmldev.html
on FTA’s website. Only one change request is needed no matter the number of changes
that are requested. However, each row of the spreadsheet affected by a change must be
highlighted as follows:
FTA
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YELLOW – Added Rows (New/Copied)
BLUE – Changes made to existing row by the SWAT Team
RED – Delete the existing row by the SWAT Team
GREEN – Requested Changes by a state to existing row
When adding your state’s elements to the spreadsheet, states are required to attempt to
use existing elements, “state agreed upon names” and Efile (simple and complex) Types to
reduce duplication and maintain standardization.
IMPORTANT NOTICE
ALL rows must have an efileType given in column I. This may just be a simpleType (refer
to efileType list or it may be a complexType (refer to complexType list). If the element
requires a new or changed simpleType or complexType, due to unique state requirements,
then that efileType must be presented in the Change Request.
If one of your state’s 1120 elements will work as a 1065 element, copy and paste the 1120
element (row) in the appropriate spreadsheet; change the form number on the copied line.
It may also be necessary to change Form line number too. In many cases there will be two
lines with identical elements except for the State Form Number and/or Form Line Numbers
will be different (see below).

State

Parent
Element

Agreed Upon
State Field Name

State Field Name

Illinois

HdrDateField

TaxYearBeginDate

TaxYearBeginning

Illinois

HdrDateField

TaxYearBeginDate

TaxYearBeginning

State Field
Description
Taxpayer's
tax year
beginning
Taxpayer's
tax year
beginning

State Form
Number(s)/
ID(s)

State Form Line
Number(s)

IL-1120

top of page 1

IL-1065

top of page 1

If an existing element is used by another state but will work for your state, copy the
existing element line on the spreadsheet. Paste the copied line to the spreadsheet. Replace
only the state indicator with the appropriate state name. For example if you need an
element “Address”, copy the line, like the one below.

State

Parent
Element

Agreed Upon
State Field
Name

State Field Name

Arizona

HdrAddress

Address

Mailing Address

Nebraska

HdrAddress

Address

Mailing Address

State Field
Description
Corporation
Mailing
Address
Corporation
Mailing
Address

State Form
Number(s)/
ID(s)

State Form
Line Number(s)

AZ120

top of page 1

1120N

top of page 1

If one of your state’s existing element needs to be changed such as the efile type, make the
necessary change and highlight as illustrated below.

State
Before
change.

Illinois
FTA

Parent
Element

Agreed Upon
State Field Name

State Field Name

HdrDateField

TaxYearBeginDate

TaxYearBeginning

TIGERS

State Field
Description
Taxpayer's
tax year
beginning

State Form
Number(s)/
ID(s)

State Form Line
Number(s)

IL-1120

top of page 1
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AFTER
change.

State
Illinois

Parent
Element
HdrDateField

Agreed Upon
State Field Name
TaxYear

State Field Name
TaxYear

State Field
Description
tax year

State Form
Number(s)/
ID(s)
IL-1120

State Form Line
Number(s)
top of page 1

If an existing element’s efile type is incorrect, make the changes and highlight the row
Green.

State

Before
change.

Parent
Element

Agreed Upon
State Field Name

State Field Name

Illinois

HdrDateField

TaxYearBeginDate

TaxYearBeginning

State

Parent
Element

Agreed Upon
State Field Name

State Field Name

Illinois

HdrDateField

TaxYearBeginDate

TaxYearBeginning

State Field
Description
Taxpayer's
tax year
beginning

AFTER
change.

State Field
Description
Taxpayer's
tax year
beginning

State Form
Number(s)/
ID(s)

Efile Type

IL-1120

YearMonthType

State Form
Number(s)/
ID(s)

State Form Line
Number(s)

IL-1120

DateType

If an existing element needs to be deleted for your state, highlight the row RED. Also mark
the “Delete” (column U) on the spreadsheet with a capital D.

State

Parent
Element

Agreed Upon
State Field Name

State Field Name

NewYork

HdrDateField

TaxYearBeginDate

TaxYearBeginning

State Field
Description
Taxpayer's
tax year
beginning

State Form
Number(s)/
ID(s)

IL-1120

U
Delete Row?

D

If an element does not exist – which is unlikely- states may add elements.
Elements must conform to prescribed naming conventions. In addition, the row(s) must be
highlighted YELLOW.
TIGERS’ RULES: NAMING ELEMENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•

FTA

Names can contain letters, numbers, and other characters
Names cannot start with a number or punctuation character
Names must not start with the letters xml (or XML or Xml)
Names cannot contain spaces
Names cannot contain “underscores” or hyphenation
Names are “UpperCamelCase” – Words are concatenated with the first letter
of each word is capitalized. For example: 2005 state filing period would use
the following element naming convention:
StateFilingPeriod2005
• Elements cannot be longer than 30 characters and names should be short and
simple.
• XML documents often have a corresponding database, in which fields exist
corresponding to elements in the XML document. A good practice is to use the
naming rules of your database for the elements in the XML documents.
• The ":" should not be used in element names because it is reserved to be used for
something called namespaces.
TIGERS
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State Spreadsheets Submissions
Once you have completed your state’s spreadsheet, rename the spreadsheet starting with
the two letter code of your state and use the current date. For example Kansas’ header
spreadsheet is named KS_header20050219.xls.
IMPORTANT NOTICE
Don’t forget if you are requesting to delete an element for your, highlight the row RED.
Also mark the “Delete” (column U) on the spreadsheet with a capital D.
All your state categories spreadsheets must be submitted. The spreadsheets must
include ALL of your state’s (rows) elements (1120 and 1065). Submit the complete
set of spreadsheets to Jim Rowland at Jim@JC-Rowland.com.
In order to ensure that your state’s elements are included in the 2006 V 1.0 schema
release, Jim must receive your submission by August 11, 2006. No exceptions.
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